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“Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful.” 
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Abstract 
System identification (SID, also known as structural identification in this context) is the 
process of extracting a system’s modal properties from sensor measurements. Typically, 
a mathematical model is chosen for data fitting and the identification of model 
parameters yields modal property estimates. Historically, SID has relied on 
measurements from fixed sensors, which remain at specific locations throughout data 
collection. The ultimate flaw in fixed sensors is they provide restricted spatial 
information, which can be addressed by mobile sensors. In this dissertation, a 
framework is developed for extracting structural modal estimates from data collected by 
mobile sensors.  
The current state of mobile sensor networks applications in SHM is developing; 
research has been diverse, however limited. Reduced setup requirements for mobile 
sensor networks facilitate data collection, thus enable expedited information updates on 
a structure’s health and improved emergency response times to natural disasters. This 
research focuses on using mobile sensor data, i.e., data from sensors simultaneously 
recording in time, while moving in space, for comprehensive system identification of 
real structural systems. Mobile sensing data is analyzed from two perspectives, each 
requires different modeling techniques: an incomplete data perspective and a complete 
data perspective.  
In Chapter 2, Structural Identification using Expectation Maximization (STRIDE) is 
introduced, a novel application of the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm and 
approach for output-only modal identification. Chapter 3 revisits STRIDE for 
consideration of incomplete datasets, i.e., data matrices containing missing entries. Such 
instances may occur as a result of failed communications or packet losses in a wireless 
sensor network or as a result of sensing and sampling methods, e.g., mobile sensing. It is 
demonstrated that sensor network data containing a significant amount of missing 
  2 
observations can be used to achieve a comprehensive modal identification. Moreover, a 
successful real-world identification with simulated mobile sensors quantifies the 
preservation of spatial information, establishing benefits of this type of network, and 
emphasizing an inquiry for future SHM implementations.  
In Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation theory, on which STRIDE is based, the 
precision of ML point estimates can be measured by the curvature of the likelihood 
function. Chapter 4 presents closed-form partial derivatives, observed information, and 
variance expressions for discrete-time stochastic state-space model entities. Confidence 
intervals are constructed for natural frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes 
using the asymptotic normality property of ML estimators.  
In anticipation of high-resolution scanning, mobile sensor data is also perceived to 
belong to a general class of data called dynamic sensor networks (DSNs), which 
inherently contain spatial discontinuities. Chapter 5 introduces state-space approaches 
for processing data from sensor networks with time-variant configurations for which a 
novel truncated physical model (TPM) is proposed. In typical state-space frameworks, a 
spatially dense observation space on the physical structure dictates a large state variable 
space, i.e., more total sensing nodes require a more complex dynamic model. The result 
is an overly complex dynamic model for the structural system. As sensor networks 
evolve and with increased use of novel sensing techniques in practice, it is desirable to 
decouple the size of the structural dynamic system from spatial sampling resolution 
during instrumentation. The TPM is presented as a novel technique to reduce physical 
state sizes and permit a general class of DSN data, with an emphasis on mobile sensing. 
Also, the role of basis functions in the approximation of mode shape regression is 






Imagine driving over the roadway of a bridge with a smart phone and diagnosing the 
structural health of a bridge in real time. Consider a network of vehicles equipped with 
smart phones that produces a steady flow of structural response data. Through the 
development of a framework for the use of mobile sensor networks in system 
identification, this fantasy becomes a realistic and efficient solution for collecting 
structural health monitoring (SHM) data. The reduced setup efforts of mobile sensors 
facilitate more frequent data collection, therefore enhanced structural information, and 
are applicable to rapid condition assessment immediately following a natural disaster. 
Mobile sensor networks are an emerging topic of interest in SHM; the benefits of 
such networks are targeted to remedy shortcomings of fixed sensor array configurations. 
With mobile sensor networks, few sensors can be implemented to collect data containing 
dense spatial information (Cerda et al. 2012; Fabien et al. 2009; Singhvi et al. 2005; 
Unnikrishnan and Vetterli 2012). Additionally, candidate sensor areas are less limited 
resulting in an immense number of potential mobile sensor paths. The placement of 
fixed sensors is constrained: locations must contain profitable responses, be accessible, 
and have minimal environmental hazards, thus the amount of suitable sensing areas is 





effective compared to a dense array of fixed sensors. The ultimate flaw of fixed sensors 
is they provide restricted spatial information, which can be addressed by mobile 
sensors.  
The current state of mobile sensor networks applications in SHM is developing; 
research has been diverse, however limited as discussed in (Matarazzo and Pakzad 2013, 
2014). Zhu et al. (2010; 2012) developed flexure-based mobile sensing nodes (FMSNs), a 
moving SHM sensor procedure that collected data at fixed nodes, but these sensors did 
not record data while in-motion. Sibley et al. (2002) and Dantu et al. (2004) designed a 
small, inexpensive robot platform, Robomote, permitting mobile non-SHM coverage of 
large-scale sensor networks; the challenges summarized in this work were not specific to 
SHM applications. Partial system identification (SID) studies included a moving vehicle 
to investigate identifiability of frequencies for a single bridge span with frequency 
domain techniques in Lin and Yang (2005), and Cerda et al. (2012).  
The practice of novel sensing strives to make important structural condition 
information more accessible to researchers, engineers, governmental organizations, and 
the public. For example, employing mobile sensor networks is towards more frequent 
data collection and up-to-date statuses of this Nation’s bridges. Furthermore, mobile 
devices or smartphones with advanced computing capabilities are excellent sensor 
candidates. Such devices carry valuable communication functionalities, which could be 
used for expediting information updates on a structure’s health, triggering notifications 
to engineers and society, or improving emergency response times.  
1.2. Problem Description and Scope 
The goal of this work and this document is to establish a theoretical foundation and 
provide recommendations for the application of mobile sensor networks for output-only 
system identification (SID) with an emphasis on constructed bridge systems. It is 
fundamental to realize a mobile sensor network is defined to record measurements in 
  5 
time while in in motion. Furthermore, in the scope of this dissemination, proposed 
analyses methods must be capable of producing comprehensive modal identifications, 
i.e., including estimates for frequency, damping, and mode shapes. This capability is 
essential for adequately testing the following hypothesis: given the same number of 
sensors, a mobile sensor network provides superior spatial information when compared 
to a fixed sensor network. 
It is assumed that sensor mobility does not reduce data quality, i.e., the physical 
motion of the sensors does not distort sensor measurements. More precisely, mobile 
sensors are assumed to have the ability to record the exact response of a structural 
system at discrete points, in discrete time. Furthermore, a mobile sensor network is 
always reducible to an equivalent fixed sensor network. In other words, a stationary 
mobile sensor network collects identical data as a fixed sensor network at coincidental 
locations and times. This assumption eliminates direct application of vehicle-embedded 
sensors for data collection. The reader is referred to Appendix A.1 for a literature review 
on dynamic-vehicle interaction: the phenomena that governs the success of this 
particular data collection technique. 
1.3. Approach 
Common output-only SID algorithms are incompatible with mobile sensing data; they 
have been designed to process data from fixed sensor networks. This research begins 
with the introduction of a novel output-only method for modal identification: Structural 
Identification using Expectation Maximization (STRIDE), which due to its flexible 
framework, is applied throughout this dissertation and adapted to accommodate 
various forms of data. This work considers mobile sensing data from two perspectives, 
which require different modeling approaches:  
I) Incomplete data perspective: Mobile sensing data is equivalent to an incomplete data 





in time and space. In this perspective, the size of the incomplete data matrix is 
dependent on the number of sensing nodes covered by moving sensors. 
II) Complete data perspective: Mobile sensing networks belong to a general class of 
dynamic sensor network (DSN), whose data inherently contain spatial 
discontinuities. The size of the complete data matrix is dependent on the 
observations to be included in the model. 
In Chapter 3, the incomplete data perspective classifies the unique features of mobile 
sensing data through comparisons to a dense fixed sensor array, i.e., how is mobile 
sensor data different from dense fixed sensor data?  After verifying the hypothesis that 
mobile sensors can carry more prosperous spatial information, a new perspective is 
sought to minimize data matrices and model sizes. In Chapters 5 and 6, the complete 
data perspective of mobile sensor data is formally introduced as part of a whole new 
class of data, dynamic sensor networks (DSN), targeted to store measurements from a 
very large quantity of sensing nodes efficiently, thus minimizing the sizes of 
corresponding structural models. 
1.4. Nomenclature 
Unless otherwise noted, the mathematical notation throughout this dissertation is as 
follows: scalars are in regular font style, vectors are bold, matrices are italic, and time 







• Use maximum likelihood time-domain state-space model parameters to estimate 
structural modal properties, i.e., frequencies, damping, and mode shapes, of two 
real-life bridge structures in ambient vibration conditions. 
• Divide the initial EM estimation of the six model parameters into two groups due to 
their separate nature. Incorporate a variety of existing output-only system 
identification (SID) algorithms for initial estimates of the state and observation 
matrices  A0  and  C0  and provide guidelines for initialization of the remaining four 
parameters which govern stochastic phenomenon 






• Two STRIDE applications using ambient vibration data collected from wireless 
sensor networks (see Sections 2.4 and 2.5) in which accuracy and computational 
efforts of STRIDE are compared with those of ERA-NExT, ERA-OKID-OO, and AR. 
• A detailed account of floating point operations (FLOPs) required in STRIDE (see 
Appendix A.2). 
• A complete derivation of the six parameter update equations required by the M-step 
(see Appendix A.3) including an explanation of a non-trivial assumption embedded 











































• Matrices! of! second!partial! derivatives! are! not! calculated! by! default,! thus! standard!
errors!of!parameter!estimates!are!not!readily!available.!
STRIDE! has!many! benefits!when! compared!with! other! system! identification! (SID)!
algorithms:!
1. STRIDE! is! capable! of! providing! accurate! modal! estimates! at! significantly! lower!
model!orders!!
2. When! considering! multiple! runs! of! an! SID! algorithm! at! increasing! model! orders!
(which! is! often! required! for! a! comprehensive! modal! identification),! STRIDE! can!
accurately! identify! modal! properties! using! a! comparable,! sometimes! smaller,!
number! of! cumulative! FLOPs! when! compared! to! ERAHNExT,! ERAHOKIDHOO!




order! increases.! Consequently,! iterations! for! STRIDE! affect! cumulative! FLOPs!
linearly! and! model! orders! for! ERAHNExT! and! ERAHOKIDHOO! affect! cumulative!
FLOPs!cubically.!
4. A! model! selection! procedure! is! not! necessary.! Assuming! the! user! has! defined!
adequate!convergence!criteria,! the! final! iteration!of!STRIDE!is!designed!to!produce!
the!most!accurate!modal!estimates!of!all!the!iterations.!
!! 11!
5. STRIDE!iterates!on!a!single!model!order! p !to!provide!more!stable,!accurate!damping!
ratio!estimates!than!the!SID!algorithms!requiring!model!order!selection.!
6. EM!has!been!a!popular!method!to!determine!MLE!for!a! few!decades.!Accordingly,!
many!useful!modifications! are! available:! acceleration! of! EM!via!Aitken’s! or! Louis’!




































































The!observed!accelerations!at!the! N !sensing!locations!are!represented!by!the! N×1!
vector! yk !at!timeHstep! k .!For!a!stateHspace!model!of!order! p ,!these!observations!are!
mapped!to!the! pN×1!unobserved!stochastic!state!vector! xk !using!the! N×pN !observation!
matrix! C .!Note! p !represents!the!number!of!time!lags!included!in!the!time!series!model!
 
uk  is the sampled displacement vector at time step k
uk  is the sampled velocity vector at time step k























because!their!behavior!over!time!dictates!the! pN×pN !state!matrix!A.!The! N×1!
observation!error/noise!terms! νk #are!assumed!to!be!zeroHmean,!uncorrelated!Gaussian!
vectors!with! N×N !covariance!matrix! R ;!this!is!a!common!statistical!assumption!for!this!
type!of!timeHseries!model!(Chang!and!Pakzad!2013;!Digalakis!et!al.!1993;!Jones!1980;!





uncorrelated!Gaussian!vectors!with! pN×pNcovariance!matrix! Q ;!a!common!statistical!
assumption!for!outputHonly!identification!(Chang!and!Pakzad!2013;!Huang!2001;!Peeters!
and!De!Roeck!1999).!Finally,!the!initial!state! x1 is!assumed!to!be!a!Gaussian!vector!with!
mean!vector! µ !and! pN×pN !covariance!matrix! V ;!the!initial!state!and!covariance!matrix!
are!described!for!the!first!time!step!( k = 1).!
!  x1∼N(µ,V ) !
(2.4)#
!  ωk ∼N(0,Q) !
(2.5)#















ln LX,Y Ψ( )( ) –!




ln LX,Y Ψ( )( ) =−
pN
2













































G Ψ j+1 |Ψ j( ) !for!each!iteration! j .!!
!
 











ln LY Ψ( )( ) =−
KN
2
























1. Initialize:!select!superHparameter! Ψ0 for! j = 0 .!Begin!iterations! 
j = 0,1,… !
2. EHstep:!Use! the!Kalman! filter! (Kalman!1960)! and!RTS! smoother! (Rauch!et! al.! 1965)!
equations!to!estimate!the!states!and!covariances,!namely! xˆk and! 
Vˆk,k ,! Vˆk,k−1 for!all!time!
steps.! Next,! use! these! results! with! the! observations! and! superHparameter! from!
iteration!  j ,! to! compute! the! superHparameter! estimate! for! the! next! iteration! in!
equations!(2.28!–!2.33).!
3. Compute! the! conditional! expectation! of! the! likelihood! function.! From! a!





























xˆα|τ , Vˆα,α|τ ,! Vˆα,β|τ and! Σα| τ .!The!vertical!bar!
within!the!subscripts!is!intended!to!be!consistent!with!conditional!probability!notation,!



























Vˆk,k−1|K = E xk − xˆk|K( )
T





















k = 1,2,…,K .!!
With!prediction!equations!
!  xˆk|k-1 = Axˆk−1|k-1 !
(2.14)#





!  εk = yk−Cxˆk|k-1 !
(2.16)#









!  xˆk|k = xˆk|k-1 + Kkεk !
(2.19)#
!  Vˆk,k|k = (Ι−KkC)Vˆk,k|k−1 !
(2.20)#

















k = K−1,K−2,…,1 .!





!  xˆk-1|K = xˆk−1|k-1 + Jk−1(xˆk|K− xˆk|k-1) !
(2.23)#






equation!(11f)!during!the!final!Kalman!filter!run!( k = K ).!








































































































































µ j+1 = xˆ1|K !
(2.32)#








Ψ j+1 = (µ j+1,Vj+1,Aj+1,Qj+1,Cj+1,Rj+1) !
(2.34)#
2.3.3. MLE#and#Corresponding#Modal#Properties#
In!this!section,!the!stateHspace!parameters! A !and! C *are!used!to!determine!the!structural!
modal!properties:!natural!frequencies,!mode!shapes,!and!damping!ratios.!Once!the!MLE!
of!the!superHparameter! ΨML !has!been!determined!at!final!iteration! j = J ,!the!
corresponding!modal!properties!can!be!calculated!from! AML !and! CML .*Let! ΛML !and! ΓML !
represent!the!matrices!of!eigenvalues!and!eigenvectors!of! AML !respectively.!The!diagonal!
terms!of!the!eigenvalue!matrix!dictate!the! pN×1!maximum!likelihood!frequency!






2π log diag ΛML( )( )
Δt !
(2.35)#




ζML(%) =−cos !log diag ΛML( )( )( )⋅100% ! (2.37)#
In!equations!(2.35,!2.37),!if!an!eigenvalue!is!complex,!e.g., z = a +b ⋅i ,!where! i !is!the!
imaginary!number,!the!log!is!computed!as! log z( ) = log z + i⋅arctan b a( ) !where!
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G Ψ j( )−G Ψ j−1( )




























































































 p !for!STRIDE.!The!initial!superHparameter!is!denoted!with!subscript!“0”!(for! j = 0 ).!




2.45),! µ0 ,! V0 ,! Q0 ,!and! R0 ,!can!be!specified!to!represent!the!model!assumptions!described!
in!Section!2.2.1.!
!  µ0 = 0pNx1 !
(2.43)#
!  V0 = ΙpNxpN !
(2.44)#
!  Q0 = ΙpNxpN !
(2.45)!#






The!state!error/loading!covariance!matrix! Q0 !is!set!to!be!the! pN×pN !identity!matrix.!
The!initial!state!mean! µ0 !is!set!to!be!a! pN×1vector!of!zeros.!The!initial!state!covariance!
matrix! V0 *can!be!assumed!to!have!the!same!magnitude!as!the!loading,!therefore!set!to!
the! pN×pN !identity!matrix,!but!may!also!be!determined!using! A0 !and! Q0 in!the!
Lyapunov!equation!(Boots!1999;!Lyapunov!1907).!Finally,!the!observation!error/noise!
covariance! R0 !is!assumed!to!be!the! N×N !identity!matrix.!The!covariance!matrices! Q0 !
and! R0 !are!set!to!be!diagonal!matrices.!!










OKIDHOO!is!selected!to!compute!both! A0 *and* C0 !matrices.!
For!STRIDE,!the!model!order!choice!is!brief!compared!to!other!SID!algorithms!
because,!it!will!be!shown!in!Section!2.4!that!STRIDE!it!can!accurately!estimate!modal!
parameters!at!the!minimum,!and!default,!model!order! p = 2 .!A!higher!model!order,!e.g.,!
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 p = 4 ,!can!be!implemented!to!enhance!the!accuracy!at!a!marginally!higher!
computational!cost.!In!general,!a!need!for!a!higher!model!order!may!arise!if!few!sensing!
locations!are!used!in!analysis,!i.e.,! N !is!small,!but!many!modal!properties!are!desired.!In!
















18 SENSORS ON NORTH SIDE









 A0 *and* C0 !were!calculated!from!ERAHOKIDHOO!( p = 2 )!using!the!measured!data.!
Next,!the!same!data!was!filtered!and!downsampled!to!consider!modal!properties!up!to!

































































Pakzad!2013).!Additionally,!since!ERAHOKIDHOO!was!selected!to!provide! A0 *and* C0 !for!
STRIDE,!it!was!used!to!compare!to!higher!model!order!ERAHOKIDHOO!models.!STRIDE!























































































orders!( p <10 ),!ERAHOKIDHOO,!ERAHNExTHAVG,!N4SID,!and!AR!have!been!shown!to!
provide!erroneous!damping!estimates,!exceeding!100%!error.!






FOKID = 1.793 Hz , FNExT = 1.8 Hz, FSTRIDE = 1.838 HzζOKID = 2.33 %, ζNExT = 2.33 %, ζSTRIDE = 5.52 %






FOKID = 1.991 Hz , FNExT = 1.987 Hz, FSTRIDE = 2.02 HzζOKID = 1.87 %, ζNExT = 1.87 %, ζSTRIDE = 2.92 %






FOKID = 2.833 Hz , FNExT = 2.807 Hz, FSTRIDE = 2.862 HzζOKID = 5.46 %, ζNExT = 5.46 %, ζSTRIDE = 5.87 %






FOKID = 4.402 Hz , FNExT = 4.422 Hz, FSTRIDE = 4.504 HzζOKID = 9.56 %, ζNExT = 1.16 %, ζSTRIDE = 2.87 %






FOKID = 4.733 Hz , FNExT = 4.736 Hz, FSTRIDE = 4.899 HzζOKID = 1.16 %, ζNExT = 1.33 %, ζSTRIDE = 3.3 %























Mode! 1! 2! 3! 4! 5! 6! 7! 8! 9! 10!









! XT! 1.800! 1.987! 2.807! 4.422! 4.736! miss! 6.345! 8.992! 9.387! 9.872!
OO! 1.793! 1.991! 2.832! 4.402! 4.733! 5.227! miss! 8.960! 9.383! miss!






)! XT! 2.33! 1.86! 5.46! 1.16! 1.33! miss! 9.59! 0.825! 1.23! 1.75!
OO! 2.56! 0.89! 5.75! 1.17! 1.05! 1.23! miss! 1.25! 0.85! miss!





ST,!OO! 0.98! 0.98! 0.98! 0.98! 0.91! 0.84! missOO! 0.89! 0.30ST! missOO!
ST,!XT! 0.98! 0.98! 0.99! 0.97! 0.92! missXT! 0.95! 0.96! 0.25ST! 0.17ST!
OO,!XT! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! missXT! missOO! 0.94! 0.98! missOO!
For!the!NHB!analysis,!STRIDE’s!initial!parameter!estimates!were!provided!by!ERAH










































ERAHNExT! 2!through!36! N/A! 9.00!x!1010!
9!out!of!10!
(missed!6)!
ERAHOKIDHOO! 2!through!100! N/A! 8.90!x!1012! 8!out!of!10!
(missed!!7!&!10)!
AR! 2!through!90! N/A! 3.29!x!1012!
6!out!of!10!
(missed!6,!7,!8,!&!10)!
























No. of Iterations VS. Converged Slope: NHB Data
 
 
p = 2, @ 1.2 x 10  FLOPs/it.10














































Cumulative FLOPs Comparison: NHB



















































Initial!estimates!for! A !and! C !matrices!are!calculated!from!ERAHOKIDHOO!( p = 4 )!
using!the!measured!data.!The!data!was!filtered!and!downsampled!to!consider!frequency!















































































































































FOKID = 0.1064 Hz , FNExT = 0.1063 Hz, FSTRIDE = 0.1056 HzζOKID = 0.811 %, ζNExT = 0.811 %, ζSTRIDE = 2.32 %






FOKID = 0.1323 Hz , FNExT = 0.1322 Hz, FSTRIDE = 0.1312 HzζOKID = 0.905 %, ζNExT = 0.905 %, ζSTRIDE = 1.62 %






FOKID = 0.169 Hz , FNExT = 0.1685 Hz, FSTRIDE = 0.1695 HzζOKID = 0.627 %, ζNExT = 0.627 %, ζSTRIDE = 4.94 %






FOKID = 0.2178 Hz , FNExT = 0.2177 Hz, FSTRIDE = 0.218 HzζOKID = 1.04 %, ζNExT = 1.04 %, ζSTRIDE = 1.11 %






FOKID = 0.2283 Hz , FNExT = 0.2287 Hz, FSTRIDE = 0.2276 HzζOKID = 1.43 %, ζNExT = 1.43 %, ζSTRIDE = 0.922 %






FOKID = 0.4599 Hz , FNExT = 0.4602 Hz, FSTRIDE = 0.4613 HzζOKID = 0.27 %, ζNExT = 0.68 %, ζSTRIDE = 0.926 %
Mode 1 (V) Mode 2 (V)
Mode 5 (T) Mode 11 (V)


















Mode! 1! 2! 3! 4! 5! 6! 7! 8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 13! 14!









! XT! 0.106! 0.132! 0.168! 0.218! 0.229! 0.268! 0.300! 0.340! 0.369! 0.444! 0.460! 0.565! 0.680! 0.813!
OO! 0.106! 0.132! 0.169! 0.218! 0.228! 0.269! miss* 0.340! 0.368! 0.430! 0.460! miss! 0.660! 0.812!







XT! 0.81! 0.90! 0.63! 1.04! 1.43! 0.74! 0.54! 0.33! 0.52! 0.27! 0.68! 0.51! 0.23! 0.47!
OO! 0.65! 0.58! 0.86! 0.78! 1.00! 0.56! miss! 0.23! 0.52! 0.46! 0.65! miss! 0.39! 0.63!





ST,!OO! 1.00! 1.00! 0.99! 0.96! 0.94! 0.74! missOO* 0.81! 1.00! 0.01OO! 1.00! missOO! 0.10ST! 0.88!
ST,!XT! 0.99! 1.00! 0.98! 0.91! 0.98! 0.57! *1.00! 0.82! 1.00! 1.00! 0.99! 0.93! 0.52ST,!XT! 0.89!







































No. of Iterations VS. Converged Slope: GGB Data
 
 
p = 2, @ 7.6 x 10  FLOPs/it.8






















ERAHNExT! 2!through!94! N/A! 2.02!x!1011! 14!out!of!14!
ERAHOKIDHOO! 2!through!78! N/A! 7.17!x!1011!
12!out!of!14!
(missed!!7!&!12)!
AR! 2!through!68! N/A! 1.89!x!1011! 14!out!of!14!










































Cumulative FLOPs Comparison: GGB




























































• Present a new Expectation (E-step) and Maximization (M-step) formulation for 
STRIDE with missing data, joining approaches from Shumway and Stoffer (2011), 
Digalakis et al. (1993), and Sinopoli et al. (2004).  
• Establish convergence behavior and performance of STRIDE with various missing 
data patterns and magnitudes. Provide two missing data examples based on real-
world monitoring of a structural system. 
• Quantitatively demonstrate that given the same number of sensors, a mobile sensor 












































































































: x location index
   k time sample index   
yk1










































































!  YK = y1,y2,…,yK !
(3.1) 
!  YK









ka      if available, Ka  total 





























































































































































































































(mk ) ≡E xk − xˆk|k
















(mk ) ≡E xk−1− xˆk−1|k

















(mk ) ≡E xk − xˆk|k
















(mk ) ≡E xk−1− xˆk−1|k
























































equations!including!a!binary!random!variable! γt !governed!by!an!arrival!probability! λ .!


































(mk ) = AVˆkm−1,km−1|km−1




















































































(mk ) = xˆkm|km−1
(mk ) + Kkm
(mk )εkm
(mk ) = xˆkm|km−1





(mk ) = Ι−Kkm
(mk )C(mk )( )Vˆkm,km|km−1







(mk ) = Ι−Kkm
(mk )C(mk )( )AVˆkm−1,km−1|km−1













3.37)!correspond!to!equations!in!Sinopoli!et!al.!(2004)!with! γt = 0 .!
!  
εkm




















































C(mk ) = Cj
(mk ) ≠ 0 !and! 
R(mk ) = Rj


















E(Km,j) yk⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥ =
yk
(mk )           if available
Cj
(mk )xˆk|K


































































































































∑ E(Km,j) xkxk−1T⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥
k=2
K























































































































































∑ − E(Km,j) ykxkT⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥
k=1
K
































































































































m m = 0.259
ζn = 2% for each mode
lb-sec2
























































F = 0.886 Hz
ζ = 2.00 %
F = 0.892 Hz


















F = 2.64 Hz
ζ = 2.00 %
F = 2.65 Hz
















F = 4.32 Hz
ζ = 2.00 %
F = 4.32 Hz
















F = 5.90 Hz
ζ = 2.00 %
F = 5.90 Hz
















F = 7.34 Hz
ζ = 2.00 %
F = 7.37 Hz
ζ = 1.27 %
 
 
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3
(a) Modes 1 through 5
Mode 4 Mode 5
Mode 6 Mode 7 Mode 8
(b) Modes 6 through 10














F = 8.59 Hz
ζ = 2.00 %
F = 8.59 Hz
















F = 9.63 Hz
ζ = 2.00 %
F = 9.63 Hz
















F = 10.44 Hz
ζ = 2.00 %
F = 10.36 Hz
















F = 10.99 Hz
ζ = 2.00 %
F = 10.99 Hz
















F = 11.26 Hz
ζ = 2.00 %
F = 11.22 Hz


























































































































































































































Case 1: Partial Observations at Random
Case 2: Time Step Blanks at Random
Case 3: Mobile Sensing








Degree of Missingness (%)















Degree of Missingness (%)














Degree of Missingness (%)














Degree of Missingness (%
Modes 1 through 5
Modes 6 through 10
Modes 1 through 5
Modes 6 through 10
Modes 1 through 5



































































Degree of Missingness (%)
 
 

















Degree of Missingness (%)
 
 














Degree of Missingness (%)
 
 





























































3 SENSORS ON THE EAST SIDE
MOBILE SENSOR GROUPS
EAST SIDE: 1 SENSOR SCANS 3 LOCATIONS
















































































Mode! 1! 2! 3! 4! 5! 6! 7! 8! 9! 10!








! AR! 0.106! 0.132! 0.170! 0.216! 0.230! 0.301! 0.340! 0.371! 0.445! 0.461!
STRIDE! 0.108! 0.136! 0.191! 0.217! 0.229! 0.295! 0.330! 0.369! 0.444! 0.461!
M.P.! 0.106! 0.132! 0.170! 0.217! 0.228! 0.300! 0.340! 0.368! 0.444! 0.461!







AR! 2.10! 2.40! 2.30! 1.60! 2.20! 1.60! 1.80! 0.80! 0.80! 1.00!
STRIDE! 5.74! 3.15! 8.74! 1.80! 1.36! 1.29! 7.60! 0.91! 0.59! 0.87!
M.P.! 1.78! 1.58! 2.47! 1.33! 0.68! 0.90! 0.49! 0.72! 0.40! 0.70!




! M.P.2 1.00! 0.99! 0.89! 1.00! 0.90! 0.98! 0.92! 1.00! 0.57! 1.00!
M.S.2 1.00! 0.98! 0.84! 0.95! 0.34! 0.98! 0.89! 0.99! 0.99! 0.99!
Mode! 11! 12! 13! 14! 15! 16! 17! 18! 19!








! AR! 0.550! 0.566! 0.660! 0.682! 0.769! 0.812! 0.887! 0.945! 1.000!
STRIDE! 0.549! 0.565! 0.661! 0.682! 0.768! 0.812! 0.884! 0.943! 1.000!
M.P.! 0.550! 0.565! 0.661! 0.681! 0.768! 0.812! 0.884! 0.947! 1.000!







AR! 1.40! 0.90! 0.70! 0.20! 0.60! 0.50! 0.70! 0.90! 0.60!
STRIDE! 1.41! 0.47! 0.42! 0.34! 0.52! 0.44! 0.70! 0.77! 0.74!
M.P.! 1.62! 0.37! 0.40! 0.28! 0.46! 0.43! 0.67! 0.62! 0.66!




! M.P.2 1.00! 0.97! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 0.97! 1.00!
























F = 0.6605 Hz , FM.P. = 0.6607 Hzζ = 0.416 %, ζM.P. = 0.399 %MAC = 1.0
South 
Tower


























 1/4 Span  Midspan  3/4 Span  
(b) Mobile Sensing







































































































































• Closed-form partial derivatives, observed information, and variance expressions for 
the following stochastic state-space model parameters and features which influence 
modal property estimates: observation matrix, state matrix, state matrix eigenvalues, 
and state matrix eigenvectors 
• Variance expressions and confidence intervals for maximum likelihood estimates 
(MLE) of modal properties 





























































































of!the!observation!vector! yk is!O!and!the!size!of!the!state!vector! xk is!S;!refer!to!Table!6!
for!further!model!details.!
!  xk = Axk−1 +ηk ! (4.1)#
!  yk = Cxk +υk ! (4.2)#
!  x1∼N(µ,V ) ! (4.3)#
!  ηk ∼N(0,Q) ! (4.4)#
!  






Ψ= µ, V , A, Q, C, R( ) .!
!
 
ln LX,Y Ψ( )( ) =−
S
2












































































the!same!matrix!dimensions!as!the!dependent!variable,!e.g.,! C !and! ∂G ∂C !have!




































E yk −Cxk( )
T




































































































































































































































































































E xk −Axk−1( )
T































































































































































































































































eigendecomposition!of!the!state!matrix,! A = ΓΛΘ ,!where! Γ !is!the!matrix!of!right!
eigenvectors,! Λ is!the!diagonal!eigenvalue!matrix,!and! Θ is!the!matrix!of!left!




























0 0 ! 0



































In!the!equation!above,!the!eigenvalues λd ,!for! d = 1,2,…,S ,!are!the!diagonal!elements!
of!the!eigenvalue!matrix Λ .!In!equation!(4.25),!the!chain!rule!is!implemented!to!
formulate!the!likelihood!score!with!respect!to!an!individual!state!matrix!eigenvalue.!

























































matrices!for!nonJdiagonal!terms!are!equal!to! S×S !matrices!of!zeros,!i.e.,! δL≠d
S×S = 0S×S ,!
verifying!that! ∂G ∂Λ !is!diagonal!as!presented!in!equation!(4.24).!Also!note!that! ∂A ∂Λ !
is!an! S





























0S×S 0S×S ! 0S×S









































































S×SΘ( ) ! (4.29)#
The!reader!is!referred!to!Appendix!A.5!for!a!discussion!on!the!role!of!equation!(4.29)!
in!the!MJstep!of!the!EM!algorithm!for!stateJspace!models!(Matarazzo!&!Pakzad,!2015;!


























































The!Hessian!entries!are!in!terms!of!two!diagonal!elements!of! Λ ,! ∂
2G ∂λd∂λh( )with!
 d,h = 1,2,…,S .!The!chain!rule!is!applied!to!compute! ∂



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Θ1mΘniΘj1 +Θ1iΘjnΘn1 Θ1mΘniΘj2 +Θ1iΘjnΘn2 ! Θ1mΘniΘjS +Θ1iΘjnΘnS
Θ2mΘniΘj1 +Θ2iΘjnΘn1 Θ2mΘniΘj2 +Θ2iΘjnΘn2 "
" #












































−ΘriΘjc( ) =ΘrmΘniΘjc +ΘriΘjmΘnc ! (4.49)#
Next,!in!anticipation!of!a!scalar!
 
























































































































































































cov ψ( )≡ Ι ψ( )⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥
−1







































































































































































mode!shape!matrix!is!defined!as!the!product!of!two!random!variables! Φ= CΓ ,!an!entry!
of!the!mode!shape!matrix!is!
 









var Φ11( ) var Φ12( )! var Φ1S( )
var Φ21( ) var Φ22( ) "
" #































ln λn( ) ! (4.62)#
!
 


































O K−1( ) !(Quenouille,!1956).!
!
 




















vec Λˆ( )± z1−α/2vec σ Λˆ( )( ) ! (4.68)#
!  








































































ζ1 = 0.86 % 
ζ2 = 0.67 %
ζ3 = 0.86 %
ζ4 = 0.67 %
lb-sec2




























Hz.!STRIDE!was!implemented!at!model!order!six!( p = 6 )!with!slope!threshold!





















































































































1! 0.9547! 0.9639! 0.96!%! ! 0.9531! 0.9657! 1.3!%!
2! 2.7515! 2.7669! 0.56!%! ! 2.7501! 2.7687! 0.67!%!
3! 4.2137! 4.2289! 0.36!%! ! 4.2078! 4.2344! 0.63!%!


















































 ζLL (%)!  ζUL (%)!
 
ζUL −ζLL( )
ζn !  




1! 0.1312! 1.8306! 197!%! ! 0.3924! 1.8261! 166!%!
2! 0.6353! 0.7025! 10!%! ! 0.3862! 1.0768! 104!%!
3! 0.7696! 1.0427! 31!%! ! J3.1186!*! 5.5733! 1008!%!*!



















0.945 0.95 0.955 0.96 0.965 0.97 0.975











2.74 2.745 2.75 2.755 2.76 2.765 2.77 2.775 2.78











4.195 4.2 4.205 4.21 4.215 4.22 4.225 4.23 4.235 4.24 4.245






























































































(A) 1st Frequency (B) 2nd Frequency




















































0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2
(A) QQ Plot for ζ1
0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
(B) QQ Plot for ζ2
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
(C) QQ Plot for ζ3
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3



































































































































Matrix! Size! Description! Element!
O! Scalar! Observation!size! J!





C!  O×S ! Observation!matrix! Cij!
A!  S×S ! State!matrix! Aij!
 Γ !  S×S ! Eigenvector!matrix!of!state!matrix!  Γ ij !





















































































































































































































































































































































































































!  S×S !
2nd!partial!(block!Hessian)!of!G!w.r.t. Λ and!























































A Truncated Physical Model!for!Dynamic!
Sensor!Networks!and Its Applications 
Contributions 
• Definition of dynamic sensor networks for use in structural health monitoring. 
• Three theoretical state-space models capable of processing data from a dynamic 
sensor network, including a novel truncated physical model, which is proven to be 
the most efficient in terms of parameter and model sizes. 
• Concept of approximating the regression coefficients for modal ordinates at one set 
of sensing nodes onto modal ordinates at another set with basis functions, such as 
























1 In the a context of this chapter, a single dataset is defined as a time series matrix of measured values to be 
processed simultaneously. Some studies have, in fact, recorded data with moving sensors; however, in such cases, either 
the data was split into several smaller datasets based on each sensor configuration and analyzed as static network data 
(Zhu et al. 2012) or spatial information (precise location of the sensor) was either not measured or ignored entirely (Cerda 
et al. 2012; Gonzalez et al. 2012; Lin and Yang 2005; McGetrick et al. 2009; Yang et al. 2004). Note in absence of the 
sensors’ spatial information, the dataset is not compatible with state-space approaches and a comprehensive system 


































































number!of!columns! NO !in!the!matrix,!let!the!total!number!of!sensing!nodes!be! N ,!and!let!
the!total!number!of!sensors!(measurement!channels)!be! Nmc .!The!ratios!between!these!
entities!vary!with!each!sensing!technique,!but!in!general,! N !is!a!very!large!integer.!



















































y2 2 2y y
y3 3 3y y
yN-3N-3 yN-3N-2 yN-3N-1
yN-2 N-2 N-2N-2 yN-1 yN











: data at node x
  for sample k   
: sensing node














nodes!2,!g,!and!i;!Group!2!includes!nodes!3,! f−1,!and! f ;!Group!3!includes!nodes! f +1 ,!
 h ,!and! N−1 .!!The! K×NO !DSN!data!matrix!contains!spatial!discontinuities!at! k = J !and!
 k = L !corresponding!with!userAselected!sensing!groups.!In!this!case,!the!observation!size!
y12 y1g y1i
2 g iy2 2 2y y
yJ2 yJg yJi
yJ+1 J+1 J+13 yf-1 yf
3 f-1 fyJ+2 J+2 J+2y y






: data at node x
  for sample k   
1 2 ... f-1 f f+1 g h i ............ N








at each group 
change
GENERAL ILLUSTRATION OF BIGDATA PROCESSING
=
yL+1 L+1 L+1f+1 yh yN-1
f+1 h N-1yL+2 L+2 L+2y y








is!three!( NO = 3 ),!which!is!much!smaller!than!the!number!of!fixed!sensors!instrumented!
at!the!sensing!nodes,!i.e.,! NO≪Nmc !and! Nmc = N .!
































structural!responses!(at!sampling!rate! fs = 1 Δt )!are!available!at!all!DOF!via!the!full!
spatial!vector! s ,!or!a!general!subset!of!these!DOF!called! si ,!which!is!comprised!of!some!
elements!in! s ,!i.e.,! si ⊂ s .!Various!spatial!“subAvectors”!of!this!form!will!be!introduced!
to!reference!specific!DOF!subsets!instead!of!all!N!DOF.!The!structural!responses!
considered!are!defined!for!timeAsteps! k = 1, 2, …, K :!
 
uk si( ) !is!a!vector!of!displacements!at!DOF!defined!by! si !at!timeAstep!k!
 
!uk si( ) !is!a!vector!of!velocities!at!DOF!defined!by! si !at!timeAstep!k!
 
!!uk si( ) !is!a!vector!of!accelerations!at!DOF!defined!by! si !at!timeAstep!k!
In!this!section,!the!standard!stateAspace!model,!modal!stateAspace!model,!and!
truncated!physical!model!(TPM)!are!formulated!with!the!objective!of!using!field!
measurements!(observations)!at! NO !sensing!nodes!defined!by! sO ⊂ s !to!describe!the!
behavior!of!the!structural!system!through!the!state!variable! xk .!The!observation!vector!
 yk !describes!responses!at! 
NO !DOF!defined!by! sO ⊂ s !as!shown!in!equation!(5.2)!and!
remains!valid!for!all!subsequent!stateAspace!models.!
!  yk =




O = O k( ) .!
Consider! sO !as!the!k











5.3.1. Standard State-Space Model 
This!subsection!presents!the!first!stateAspace!model!under!consideration!for!DSN:!the!
standard!stateAspace!model.!In!this!framework,!the!state!vector! xk ,!shown!in!equation!





















Φ=Φ M s( ) ,!where! Φ !is!an! N×M !matrix!
(inherently!truncated!to! M= N !modes!due!to!mass!discretization),!subAmode!shapes!
matrices! 
Φi =Φ
M si( ) !describe!modal!ordinates!for!respective!spatial!subAvectors,!e.g.,!
 
ΦO =Φ




































































at! s !on!those!at! sO !and!is!the!key!to!modeling!the!dynamics!of!one!set!of!DOF!while!
observing!another;!this!entity!is!henceforth!called!the!“mode!shape!regression”!term.!
More!specifically,!the!acceleration!responses! 
!!uk s( ) = Cxk !are!first!converted!to!modal!
coordinates!through! Φ−1 ,!then!reverted!to!physical!coordinates!using! ΦO ,!finally!
representing! 
yk = !!uk sO( ) ,!in!other!words,! !!uk sO( ) =ΦOΦ
−1!!uk s( ) .!In!the!case!that!all!DOF!are!
observed,! sO = s ,! ΦOΦ
−1 = Ι ,!and!the!familiar!observation!equation! yk = Cxk !is!obtained.!!
In!review!of!the!standard!model,!the!state!variable!represents!all!N!DOF!and!the!
observations!measure!responses!at! NO !DOF.!Thus,! yk !is!an! NO×1!vector,! xk !is!a! pN×1!
vector,!the!state!matrix! A is! pN×pN ,!the!observation!matrix! C !is! NO×pN ,!and!the!mode!
shape!regression!matrix! ΦOΦ























yk = !!uk sO( ) ;!however,!the!states,!provided!by!equation!(5.11),!represent!
modal!responses.!
! ! (5.11)!
The!sampled!modal!responses!are!defined!for!all!time!steps! k = 1, 2, …, K and!all!
modes!
 















































Φ=Φ M s( ) !is!an! N×M !matrix!and! ΦO =Φ
M sO( ) !is!an!

















































B M ≡ Ac
M( )
−1
A M −Ι( )BcM ! (5.19)!
!
 
















 zk = A














 sO !and!corresponding!subAmode!shape!matrix! ΦO !account!for!variations!in!sensor!
configurations;!all!other!model!parameters!are!preserved.!
In!review!of!the!modal!model,!the!state!variable!represents!all!M!modal!responses!
and!the!observations!measure!physical!responses!at! NO !DOF.!Thus,! yk !is!an! NO×1!































I. The! states! represent! modal! responses! while! the! observations! are! in! physical!
coordinates.! In! system! identification,! it! is! counterAintuitive! to! decompose! the!





properties! of! the! structural! system,! i.e.,! prior! to! identification.! Moreover,!




required! to! extract! corresponding! spatial! information! in! the! physical! space.! In!
short,! with! a! modal! state! variable,! physical! mode! shapes! are! not! available!
directly!after!model!identification.!
II. The! sub! mode! shape! matrix! for! the! observations! ΦO !is! a! function! of! timeAstep!





















specified!by! sα ⊂ s !and! sα ≠ s !(otherwise!the!benefits!of!this!transformation!are!lost),!
with! 
Φα =Φ





dynamic!system,!and!the!number!of!VPL!are!all!equal,!i.e.,! NO = M= Nα ;!note!the!











































both!sides!by! Τ −1 !to!solve!for!the!TPM!parameters.!
!
















physical!coordinates.!Note! sα ≠ s !and! sα !contains!significantly!fewer!elements!than! s ,!
i.e.,! Nα≪N ,!otherwise!the!benefits!of!this!backAtransformation!would!be!lost.!The!
















































at!the!VPL!responses!(defined!by! sα )!on!to!those!at!the!observations!(defined!by! sO ).!In!
other!words,! Ω =ΦOΦα
−1 !maps!the!VPL!responses! 
!!uk sα( ) =ΦαC∗xk∗ !!to!the!observation!
responses! 
!!uk sO( ) ,!i.e.,! !!uk sO( ) = Ψ !!uk sα( ) .!Unlike!the!modal!model,!TPM!has!a!physical!
state!variable,!so!that!when!the!state!matrix!and!the!observation!matrix!are!available,!the!
corresponding!mode!shapes!cover!VPL!nodes,!i.e.,!physical!mode!shapes!can!be!





are!userAdefined,!through! Nα !and! sα ,!respectively.!Also,!truncated!physical!states!are!
exact!truncated!physical!responses!at!the!VPL.!In!general,!the!observation!vector! yk !is!
 NO×1,!the!truncated!physical!state!vector! xk
∗ !is! pNα×1 ,!the!truncated!physical!state!
matrix! A∗ !is! pNα×pNα ,!the!truncated!physical!observation!matrix! C
∗
!is! M×pNα ,!the!sub!
mode!shape!term!for!VPL! Φα !is! Nα×M ,!and!the!mode!shape!regression!term! Ω !is! NO×M .!







∗ !is! pNO×1,! A
∗ !is! pNO×pNO ,! C
∗
!is! NO×pNO ,! Φα !is!










































M sχ( ) ,!where!
 










































































Δsχ <L N .!Additional!details!on!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Portions of this theorem and its extensions can be attributed to Whittaker (1915, 1928), Kotelnikov (1933), or 


















M sδ( ) !of!equal!size,!i.e.,!
 
Nδ = Nχ ,!where!
 









and! sδ ⊂ s .!Additionally,!assume!no!overlapping!
locations!between!these!two!sensing!node!subsets,!i.e.,!their!union!is!null!
 
































































It!is!evident!that!with! Φδ =ΦO !and! 








































































sensor positions at sample k = 1
HIGH-RESOLUTION MOBILE SENSING APPLICATION
nodes 1 through 19
nodes 2 through 20
sensor positions at sample k = 2
























Mode! 1! 2! 3! 4! 5! 6! 7! 8! 9! 10!
Frequency!
(Hz)!
0.273! 1.09! 2.45! 4.35! 6.80! 9.79! 13.33! 17.41! 22.03! 27.20!
Damping!(%)! 0.027! 0.108! 0.244! 0.434! 0.678! 0.977! 1.33! 1.74! 2.20! 2.71!
Mode! 11! 12! 13! 14! 15! 16! 17! 18! 19! A!
Frequency!
(Hz)!
32.91! 39.17! 45.97! 53.31! 61.20! 69.63! 78.60! 88.12! 98.19! A!
Damping!(%)! 3.28! 3.91! 4.58! 5.32! 6.10! 6.94! 7.84! 8.79! 9.79! A!
!! 145!
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Symbol! Size! Notes! Description!
 A !  pN×pN ! ! Standard!state!matrix!
 A
M
!  pM×pM !  M≪N ! Modal!state!matrix!
 A∗ !  pNα×pNα !  Nα = NO = M ! TPM!state!matrix!




pM×M !  M≪N ! Modal!state!input!matrix!
 B∗ !  pNα×M !  Nα = NO = M ! TPM!state!input!matrix!





M×M !  
M≪N ! Modal!damping!matrix!for!M!modes!








M×pNα !  Nα = NO = M ! TPM!Observation!Matrix!
 k !  N×N ! ! Structural!stiffness!matrix!for!N!DOF!





!  M×M !  
M≪N ! Modal!stiffness!matrix!for!M!modes!
 m !  N×N ! ! Structural!mass!matrix!for!N!DOF!
 M ! Scalar! ! Number!modes!included!in!analysis!
 M
M
!  M×M !  
M≪N ! Modal!mass!matrix!for!M!modes!
 n !












Scalar! ! StateAspace!model!order!(theoretically! p = 2 )!
 s !  
N×1! ! Vector!describing!locations!of!all!sensing!nodes!








pNα×1 !  Nα = NO = M ! TPM!state!vector!at!timeAstep!k!
 yk !  NO×1! !
Observation!vector!at!timeAstep!k!(transposed!row!
of!DSN!data!matrix)!
 zk !  
pM×1
!  M≪N ! Modal!state!vector!at!timeAstep!k!
 ηk !  pN×1!
! Forcing!function!at!timeAstep!k!
 υk !  M×1!  M≪N ! Modal!input!at!timeAstep!k!









 Ω !  
NO×M !  M= NO ! TPM!mode!shape!regression!term!
 Ωsinc !  












• Development!of! the! likelihood!function!for! the!stochastic! truncated!physical!model!
(TPM)!
• Provision! of! a! methodology! for! identification! of! a! time! variant! stateGspace! model!
using!an!adjusted!STRIDE,!which!includes!new!MGstep!formulae!for!the!observation!
matrix!and!the!observation!noise!covariance!matrix!





































That!is,! xk !is!identical!to! xk
∗ !of!the!previous!chapter.!Similarly,!the!state!matrix!is!


















!  xk = Axk−1 +ηk−1
!
(6.1)
 !  yk =ΩkCxk + υk !
(6.2) 
!  x1∼N(µ,V ) # (6.3) 
!  ηk ∼N(0,Q) ! (6.4) 
!  
υk ∼N 0,R( )
!
(6.5) 
As!in!Chapter!2,!the!state!input! ηk !and!observation!error/noise! νk !terms!are!assumed!
to!be!zeroGmean!and!uncorrelated!Gaussian!vectors!with!diagonal!covariances! Q !and! R ,!
respectively.!The!superGparameter,!which!is!updated!with!each!iteration,!is!defined!in!
equation!(6.6)!as!in!Chapters!2!and!3;!note!the!time!variant!parameter! Ωk !is!not!included.!






ln LX,Y Ψ( )( ) =−
S
2


















































































Vˆk,k−1|K = E xk − xˆk|K( )
T

































































µ j+1 = xˆ1|K !
(6.14)  







is,!the!solution!of! ∂G ∂ψ= 0
!
for! ψ∈Ψ .!A!shorthand!notation! 
E(K,j) i( )⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥ = E i( ) | y1,…,yK,Ψ j⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥ !
is!adapted!to!simplify!a!recurring!conditional!expectation.!Equation!(6.16)!shows!the!







































































































































































ln R( )− 12 yk −ΩkCxk( )
T


























































































































































Ν Ψj,y( ) ;!it!is!expected!that!at!
least,!the!stochastic!part!of!the!error!diminishes!as!
 
Ψ j →Ψ j+1 .!The!influence!of!the!EM!
procedure!on!the!systematic!part!
 
Ε Ωˆ,Ψj,y( ) !is!highly!dependent!on!the!mode!shape!
regression!approximation!and!DSN!data!and!so,!its!behavior!cannot!be!accurately!
predicted.!!





























!Figure 6.1. Positions of mobile sensors at selected samples. During data collection the mobile 












sensor positions at sample k = 1
SCANNING A BEAM RESPONSE WITH NINE MOBILE SENSORS
Beginning of first cycle: sensors begin to move rightward
Half-way through first cycle: sensors begin to move leftward
sensor positions at sample k = 2,000
Beginning of second cycle: sensors begin to move rightward again
sensor positions at sample k = 4,000
End of second cycle. Data collection ends.












Table 6.1. Sensing node numbers for each VPL in all four sets considered. 
Subset! VPL!1! VPL!2! VPL!3! VPL!4! VPL!5! VPL!6! VPL!7! VPL!8! VPL!9!
 sA ! 250! 750! 1250! 1750! 2250! 2750! 3250! 3750! 4250!
 sB ! 375! 875! 1375! 1875! 2375! 2875! 3375! 3875! 4375!
 sC ! 500! 1000! 1500! 2000! 2500! 3000! 3500! 4000! 4500!







OKIDGOO!(Chang!&!Pakzad,!2013)!at!model!order!four!( p = 4 ).!The!slope!threshold!for!






Table 6.2. Exact modal properties of beam structure and those estimated using STRIDE. 
Identified modal properties are averaged over the four sets of VPL results. * denotes one or more 












1! 0.2730! 0.2716! 0.2710! 0.2713!
2
!
1.088! 1.090! 1.089! 1.089!
3
!
2.448! 2.447! 2.447! 2.447!
4
!












1! 0.027! 0.089*! 0.245*! 0.083*!
2
!
0.109! 0.472! 0.410! 0.400!
3
!
0.244! 0.023*! 0.025*! 0.023*!
4
!

















Table 6.3. MAC values computed between exact mode shape and corresponding VPLs. 




VPL!Set! Mode!1! Mode!2! Mode!3! Mode!4!
 sA ! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00!
 sB ! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00!
 sC ! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00!
 sD ! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00!
MAC!Values:!Sinc!MSR!Term
!
VPL!Set! Mode!1! Mode!2! Mode!3! Mode!4!
 sA ! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00!
 sB ! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 0.99!
 sC ! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 0.99!
 sD ! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00!
MAC!Value:!Spline!MSR
!
VPL!Set! Mode!1! Mode!2! Mode!3! Mode!4!
 sA ! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00! 0.98!
 sB ! 1.00! 0.99! 0.98! 0.95!
 sC ! 0.75! 1.00! 1.00! 1.00!































Mode 1: MAC = 0.999
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!Figure 6.3. STRIDE mode shapes at thirty-six sensing nodes using sinc MSR terms 
 
Figure 6.4. STRIDE mode shapes at thirty-six sensing nodes using spline MSR terms 






Mode 1: MAC = 0.999
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Mode 1: MAC = 0.854






Mode 2: MAC = 0.996
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I. Developed the Structural Identification using Expectation Maximization 
(STRIDE) algorithm, a maximum likelihood (ML) time-domain state-space 







II. Presented a new Expectation (E-step) and Maximization (M-step) formulae for 
STRIDE, making it the first modal identification technique to accept datasets 
with missing observations. It is now possible to analyze data collected from an 
low-reliability sensor network or a mobile sensor network and thus, observe 
potential losses in information resulting from data loss. 
III. Quantitatively demonstrated that given the same number of sensors, a mobile 





IV. Derived closed-form partial derivatives, observed information, and variance 
expressions for stochastic state-space model parameters and features that 
influence modal property estimates. Formulation of confidence intervals for 
maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) of modal properties. 
V. Defined a new class of SHM data, dynamic sensor networks (DSN), for use in 
structural health monitoring and developed three theoretical state-space models 
capable of processing such data, including a novel and efficient truncated 
physical model (TPM). 
VI. Conceptualized a technique for approximating the regression coefficients for 
modal ordinates at one set of sensing nodes onto modal ordinates at another set 
with basis functions, such as sinc or spline. 
VII. Provided!a!methodology!for!identification!of!a!time!variant!TPM!using!a!STRIDE!
algorithm!suited!for!processing!DSN!data.!Validated!its!performance!through!a!
successful! beam! identification! using! data! collected! by! nine! moving! sensors!
covering! 5,000! sensing! nodes! and! approximate! mode! shape! regression! (MSR)!
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A.1. A Note on Dynamic-Vehicle Interaction 
Since mobile sensors do not refer to any specific devices, there are various data 
collection methods implementing them. The simplest form of mobile sensing can be 
illustrated by navigating a remote control toy-sized car, equipped with onboard sensors, 
e.g. Imote2 (Nagayama et al. 2007) or a smartphone, over the roadway of a bridge. 
Another form would simply substitute an actual vehicle in the previous setup; however, 
this specific case would have additional complications due to vehicle-bridge interaction.  
Mobile phones have been used as mobile sensors in vehicles to broadcast real-time 
traffic data (Herring et al. 2009). In this case, the data processing algorithms are 
regression based and include a learning component, combining data in the network as it 
becomes available. Additionally, some research shows the fabrication of specific mobile 
sensing units. Zhu et al. (2010) created a mobile sensor node, which collects data at a 
predetermined location and is capable of relocating on its own. Note this mobile sensor 
node does not collect data while in motion. Sibley et al. (2002) and Dantu et al. (2004) 
created Robomote, a small, inexpensive robot allowing mobile coverage of large-scale 
sensor networks. 
In SHM, the applications of vehicles with mobile sensors have been limited. Partial 
system identification studies investigated determining modal parameters of a single 
  203 
bridge span using frequency domain techniques (Cerda et al. 2012; Lin and Yang 2005). 
Structural damage detection methods are also developing. Zhu et al. (2010) used mobile 
sensor nodes and transmissibly function analysis and Cerda et al. (2012) have shown 
preliminary results using short-time window Fourier transforms. 
Vehicle-bridge interaction studies (Cai and Chen 2004; Yang et al. 2004) have 
established a framework describing how vehicle speed, path, and road surface 
conditions affect this interaction as well as  the identification of a vehicle’s modal 
properties using fixed sensor bridge data. Fortunately, this interaction can be controlled 
to some extent; more reliable results have been produced from vehicles traveling at 
lower speeds (Lin and Yang 2005; Mulcahy 1983). Although higher vehicle speeds create 
larger bridge responses, the reliability of the results are “dubious” (Cantieni 1992). 
Lower speeds reduce complex behavior of the interaction by maintaining wheel-road 
contact, minimizing road surface effects, providing adequate frequency resolution in the 
response, and also are more appropriate for SDOF vehicle models. Similarly, vehicles 
with mobile sensors have been used for road surface monitoring (Eriksson et al. 2008), 
e.g. identifying potholes.  
A.2. Detailed FLOP Estimation of STRIDE  
In this section, a detailed estimation of FLOPs for STRIDE is provided. The 
computational costs of STRIDE are measured  by the total number of operations 
(FLOPs), using the LAPACK user’s guide (Anderson et al. 1999) and the lightspeed 
Matlab toolbox (Minka 2013) to estimate the cost of likelihood evaluation and 
eigendecomposition. In general, STRIDE can accurately identify modal properties using 
a comparable, sometimes smaller, number of cumulative FLOPs when compared to 




Table A.1. Kalman Filter (E-Step): equations (2.14 – 2.21). Repeat Nsamples times, for iterations j = 1,…, J   
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E(K,j) i( )⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥ = E i( ) | y1,…,yK,Ψ j⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥  
(A.1) 
In equation (A.1), the partial derivative of  G  with respect to the state matrix  A  is set 
to zero to determine 
 
Aj+1 . Symmetry of  Q  is invoked, resulting in the update formula for 




















































































Note that parameter update for iteration  j+1 in equation (A.2) depends on statistics 
from iteration  j . Next in equation (A.3), the partial derivative of  G  with respect to the 
observation matrix  C  is set to zero to determine  Cj+1 . Symmetry of  R  is invoked, 
yielding the update formula for the observation matrix (2.29). 




























































































In equation (A.4), the partial derivative of  G  with respect to the inverse of the input 
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An important assumption is required to obtain equation (2.30) from the last line of 
(A.4). The result simplifies the expression and expedites the algorithm updates. While 
equation (2.30) is used throughout the literature (Cara et al. 2012; Digalakis et al. 1993; 
Pridham and Wilson 2004; Shumway and Stoffer 1982) the following assumption has 
been absent despite its necessity. Assuming the parameters are updated in the order 
presented, a new state matrix is available 
 
Aj+1  when  Qj+1  is computed. By replacing or 
“pre-updating” the  A  terms in (A.4) with the result in (A.2) so that  A = Aj+1 , (as opposed 
to 
 
A = Aj ) an interesting outcome enables more efficient parameter updates.  
First, observe the update for 
 
Qj+1  as a function of  Aj  in (A.5) below assuming  j≥ 2  
(integers). This is perhaps the more intuitive approach, as the conditional log-likelihood 


















T{ }− Aj{ }E(K,j) xk−1xkT⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥




















∑ − E(K,j) xkxk−1T⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥
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No further simplifications can be made to this expression; more importantly, this 
computation requires storage of statistics from the two most recent iterations ( j  and  j−1
). Now, if 
 
Qj+1  is a function of  Aj+1  as shown in (A.6) below, the terms can be simplified so 
that all statistics are in terms the state and state covariance estimates at iteration  j . 
 
 













T{ }− Aj+1{ }E(K,j) xk−1xkT⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥




















∑ − E(K,j) xkxk−1T⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥
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The last line of (A.6) is the M-step formula for the observation input covariance 
(2.30); this assumption does not necessarily skip an iteration, however the behavior 
implies something similar as it forces the update to only use the most recent 
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information, i.e. from the current iteration  j . Additionally, the calculation (A.6) is 
simpler than (A.5). 
Consider iterations  j≥ 2  and the following assumption for the parameter updates: 
 
 












Qj+1 Aj( )→Qj+1 Aj+1( )
 (A.7) 
That is, as EM progresses and  j  becomes large, mean square state statistics for 
consecutive iterations are very close. The authors have empirically validated the 
behavior of the  Q  update in equation (A.7); more specifically, for large  j  equation (A.5) 
converges to (A.6), i.e. 
 
Qj+1 Aj( )−Qj+1 Aj+1( )→ 0 .  
In equation (A.8), the partial derivative of  G  with respect to the inverse of the 
observation noise covariance matrix  R−1  is set to zero to determine  Rj+1 . Note, the 
updates of  R  and  C  have a similar relationship to that of  Q  and  A . 
 
 

































































































































































Qj+1 Aj( )  in (A.5), this expression cannot be simplified further and also 
requires storage of statistics from two iterations ( j  and  j−1). If  Rj+1 is a function of  Cj+1  as 
in (A.9) below, the terms can be further reduced so that all required statistics are in 







































































































































































































The last line of (A.9) is the update formula for the observation error covariance 
(2.31); the calculation in (A.9) is simpler than (A.8). Consider iterations  j≥ 2 and the 















Rj+1 Cj( )→ Rj+1 Cj+1( )
 (A.10) 
As EM progresses and  j  becomes large, mean square state statistics for consecutive 
iterations are very close. The authors have empirically validated the nature of the  R  
update in equation (A.10); for large  j  equation (A.8) converges to (A.9), i.e. 
 
Rj+1 Cj( )−Rj+1 Cj+1( )→ 0 . 
In equation (A.11) the partial derivative of  G  with respect to the inverse of the initial 
state vector  µ  is set to zero to determine  µ j+1 ; note the result is identical to the mean 
initial state formula (2.32). 










ln V( )− 12 x1 −µ( )
T
















= −2V −1 E(K,j) x1⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥ −µ( ) = 0





In equation (A.12), the partial derivative of  G  with respect to the inverse of the 
initial state covariance matrix  V−1 is set to zero to determine  Vj+1 ; note the result is 










ln V( )− 12 x1 −µ( )
T











































A.4. Details for Equations (3.39 – 3.41) 
 
E(Km,j) yk⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥ =
yk
(mk )           if available
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A.5. A Note on the State Matrix M-Step Formula 
Recall the first derivative of the conditional likelihood with respect to an eigenvalue of 




























In the EM algorithm, M-step parameters are chosen to optimize the likelihood 








The M-step update formula for the state matrix satisfies equation (A.15) (Matarazzo 












∑ −Q−1A E xk−1xk−1T⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥
k=2
K
∑ = 0  
(A.15) 
In consideration of the eigendecomposition of a matrix to be solely a function of the 
matrix, so that the state matrix eigenvalues are purely a function of the state matrix, i.e., 
 
Λ=Λ A( ) , Γ = Γ A( ) , and  Θ=Θ A( ) . Equation (A.15) also satisfies  ∂G ∂λd = 0 . Through 
maximization of the likelihood in terms of the state matrix, the likelihood is also 
optimized with respect to the state matrix eigenvalues. In other words, the eigenvalues 
of an ML state matrix estimate are also MLE and thus, these eigenvalues share the 
asymptotic advantages of ML estimators. 
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